## Words and their Meanings

Circle the word that has the same meaning.
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1. two flexible strips of metal or plastic with interlocking projections closed or opened by pulling a slide along them
| tie | link | band | zipper |

2. plant seed by scattering it on or in the earth
| sow | grow | water | dig |

3. pull another vehicle or boat along with a rope, chain, or tow bar
| push | drive | tow | effort |

4. a relationship between friends
| friendship | society | dislike | concern |

5. a building in which objects of historical, scientific, artistic, or cultural interest are stored and exhibited
| hall | museum | salon | vault |

6. time regarded as still to come
| past | present | future | distant |

7. the weather conditions in an area over a long period
| medium | Desert | jungle | climate |

8. the size, length, or amount of something
| estimate | measurement | guess | value |
**Words and their Meanings**

Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. two flexible strips of metal or plastic with interlocking projections closed or opened by pulling a slide along them
   - tie
   - link
   - band
   - **zipper**

2. plant seed by scattering it on or in the earth
   - sow
   - grow
   - water
   - **dig**

3. pull another vehicle or boat along with a rope, chain, or tow bar
   - push
   - drive
   - **tow**
   - effort

4. a relationship between friends
   - friendship
   - society
   - dislike
   - concern

5. a building in which objects of historical, scientific, artistic, or cultural interest are stored and exhibited
   - hall
   - **museum**
   - salon
   - vault

6. time regarded as still to come
   - past
   - present
   - **future**
   - distant

7. the weather conditions in an area over a long period
   - medium
   - Desert
   - jungle
   - **climate**

8. the size, length, or amount of something
   - estimate
   - measurement
   - guess
   - **value**